Modulational instability and unstable patterns in the discrete complex cubic Ginzburg-Landau equation with first and second neighbor couplings.
The generation of nonlinear modulated waves is investigated in the framework of hydrodynamics using a model of coupled oscillators. In this model, the separatrices between each pair of vortices may be viewed as individual oscillators and are described by a phenomenological one-dimensional discrete complex Ginzburg-Landau equation involving first- and second-nearest neighbor couplings. A theoretical approach based on the linear stability analysis predicts regions of modulational instability, governed by both the first and second-nearest neighbor couplings. From numerical investigations of different wave patterns that may be driven by the modulational instability, it appears that analytical predictions are correctly verified. For wave number in the unstable regions, an initial condition whose amplitude is slightly modulated breaks into a train of unstable patterns. This phenomenon agrees with the description of amplification of the spectral component of the perturbation and its harmonics, as well.